May 30, 1923

My dearest Lilian,

Don't seem right to be writing to you tonight always write Tuesday what is my time to write first.

Can just about finished right now, haven't been this kind for a good while.

Hope you had a nice time in Bedford today and of course there were lots of people there to see and to be seen.

Mama nor papa either one didn't feel like going and I did not feel much better so guess it was best did not try to go.

Enjoyed your letters as much last week and was somewhat surprised to get the
second one but was glad to receive it.
Wish had balance of the vic here
so could see if the motor will pull
now or not.
Am pretty sure it will do a good bit
better but am afraid it will take some
one besides me to make it run good, for
some parts are pretty badly worn and
it is some job to be adjusted to run smooth
and not bind.
Was sorry that had such luck last night
because know you miss it so much.
Was working on it today and Mama asks if
had fixed it and said had better let the
man that made the motor fix it and I
told her that I was not going to be
out done by a Victrola motor.
Had thought if could fix it as it
would seem last night we could talk
a little but just our luck.

Wish we could have a nice rain so could plant some tobacco and make the ground soft where have some post holes to dig, dug a few today and made some blisters in my hands.

Did you tell you what Fred said Sunday when Jack left, I have no idea but did not hear all he said.

Thought was going to hear a good deal just now but the dogs don't seem to have much a rain and if they do I'm up I will be where I can't hear any of it.

Hope it will be so I can go to the fall game. But and you to because it might make us play better to
some one watching us that wants to see us lose

to win.
Frank said he might come home with me
and we would come Saturday night to have some music.
but I cannot say for sure for do not know what
may happen by that time.
Hope the girls can come out; guess you heard
more today and will write me.

Don't seem to have anything to write tonight and
are tired and sleepy too so expect bed better
shut up for this time.

Wishing to see you real soon.
with lots of love,
yours, Rob.
Miss Lilian Nance,
Moneta,
Route #2, Virginia